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Psalm 37:1-16; Matthew 5:5                                                                  Ruskin Falls, August 18, 2019
The meek.                                 Pulaski Heights Presbyterian Church

                                                                                           10th Sunday after Pentecost
PREFACE
Psalm 37 is a testimony to God’s presence in our lives and a call to trust in God, come what
may.  The verse from Matthew is from Jesus’s Sermon on the Mount. It is one of the beatitudes.

TEXT (NRSV)  
Psalm 37:1-16

Do not fret because of the wicked; do not be envious of wrongdoers, for they will
soon fade like the grass, and wither like the green herb. Trust in the Lord, and do
good; so you will live in the land, and enjoy security. Take delight in the Lord,
and he will give you the desires of your heart. Commit your way to the Lord; trust
in him, and he will act. He will make your vindication shine like the light, and the
justice of your cause like the noonday. Be still before the Lord, and wait patiently
for him; do not fret over those who prosper in their way, over those who carry out
evil devices. Refrain from anger, and forsake wrath. Do not fret—it leads only to
evil. For the wicked shall be cut off, but those who wait for the Lord shall inherit
the land. Yet a little while, and the wicked will be no more; though you look
diligently for their place, they will not be there. But the meek shall inherit the land,
and delight themselves in abundant prosperity. The wicked plot against the
righteous, and gnash their teeth at them; but the Lord laughs at the wicked, for
he sees that their day is coming. The wicked draw the sword and bend their
bows to bring down the poor and needy, to kill those who walk uprightly; their
sword shall enter their own heart, and their bows shall be broken. Better is a little
that the righteous person has than the abundance of many wicked.

Matthew 5:5   
Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth.

(1)
Nowadays, the word “meek” does not have the ring of something good. Historically, the word
has suggested someone humble, gentle, and patient. However, the word has come especially
to imply that someone is overly submissive to others, even to the point of being fainthearted
and weak-kneed. In our present-day culture, where cocky self-promotion, bravado, and the
egotistical pursuit of popularity, power, fame, and fortune have become the order of the day,
when we hear the word, “meek,” we think also the word, “weak.”  It’s one thing to say that
someone is humble, gentle and patient. But if the word “meek” is used, we imagine someone
weak-willed and docile, someone who can’t and won’t rise to the top in this competitive, prove-
yourself, watch-out-for-number-one world of ours. In the world that you and I live in, the word
“meek” does not have the ring of something good.

(2)
But then there’s Jesus. In his “Sermon on the Mount”, Jesus sets forth what you might call
fundamental – and difficult – rules of Christian discipleship.  And one of the very first things out
of his mouth is the beatitude: “Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth.”  Jesus has
something good to say about being meek! 

There are two ways we can go here, in trying to understand this beatitude.  
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One way is this:  We grant that Jesus valued meekness, then we ponder what “meekness”
means to us today, in order to understand why Jesus would have valued something like that.  

The other way is this: We grant that Jesus valued meekness, but we hold our present
understanding of meekness in suspension. We start out by acknowledging that, before claiming
to understand why Jesus said “Blessed are the meek,” we need to let the gospel teach us who
Jesus was talking about with the word “meek.” In other words:  instead of assuming that the
Bible must mean the same thing we mean by “meekness,” we let the Bible challenge and revise
our understanding of meekness, to bring us more in line with the gospel of Jesus.

This second way is the way that I invite you to go with me this morning. Rather than starting
with our definitions of “meekness,” let’s suspend – let’s hold off on – what we think meekness
means, in order to listen for whether scripture might challenge our present notion, in order to
teach us something new. Let’s see what scripture has to teach us about just who is meek.

(3)
Consider this: The apostle Paul, sometimes implicitly, sometimes explicitly (e.g., 2nd Corinthians
10:1), emphasizes the meekness of Jesus himself. Matthew, too, (e.g., Matthew 11:29),
emphasizes that the word “meek” applies to Jesus. The fact is, there is clear New Testament
witness for speaking of Jesus as numbering among the meek.  

Just as surely, however, and equally clearly, Jesus is not to be numbered among the
fainthearted and weak-kneed. After all, Jesus publicly and at great personal risk challenged the
social injustice and moral hypocrisy he saw around him. He challenged the religious and
political establishment of his day to do more on behalf of the poor and the oppressed. In
controversy after controversy, Jesus stood his ground, taking up for those whom prejudice had
written off as unclean, taking up for those whom the powerful looked down on as nobodies, and
taking up for the have-nots who’d been callously or indifferently left behind by the haves, to
struggle on their own with the indignities of poverty. And, for what he did, Jesus was crucified.  

And crucifixion played a very specific role in Jesus’s day. Crucifixion was an instrument of
execution used by the Roman Empire against persons engaged in criminal resistance against
Caesar’s sense of law and order, and against Caesar’s idea of peace. Those whom Rome
crucified were those who had been identified as traitors, dissidents, and insurrectionists, set on
fomenting social unrest and becoming free of Rome’s imperial rule. Persons who were docile,
servile, passive, and timid, did not get crucified.  

(4)
Yet, what is our picture of Jesus today?  I sometimes have the feeling that many imagine Jesus
simply as a religious person who traveled around making sick people well, making sad people
happy, and sharing words of wisdom with folks in rural towns and villages. When we then ask
how something as harmless as that could have gotten him crucified, the answer tends to be that
he was crucified because the temple leaders in Jerusalem considered things that he was saying
and doing to be religiously offensive and even blasphemous, and, so, they wanted him stopped.
There are, however, four things we need to remember here.  

First: we need to remember that, in Jesus’s day, religion was not a sphere of life separate from
politics and the economy. The religious leaders in Jerusalem, for example, exercised enormous
political and economic influence among their people. The temple was not just a religious center;
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it also was a political and economic center for Jesus’s people. The temple leadership played a
major role in how political power was exercised and in how wealth was or wasn’t spread around.

Secondly: we need to remember that the Jews and their temple were subject to the totalitarian
Roman Empire. Yes, Rome brought good things to much of the Mediterranean world that it
ruled. The law and order it brought to some previously lawless regions made for a welcome
peace among some people. However, for most of the population in Galilee and Judea, Roman
rule was oppressive, despotic, and brutal. And the so-called Roman peace was a militarily
imposed – often violently imposed – peace. Under Roman rule over Galilee and Judea, there
arose many a protest movement and many a rebel undertaking – even violent protests and
undertakings – bent on securing Jewish independence from Rome.

Thirdly: we need to remember how Rome ruled the Jews. They did so in part through
collaborators from among the Jewish people. They cut a deal with the temple priests to get
them to work with Rome in keeping the peace. High-ranking temple leaders thus were able to
keep Jewish religious life intact while consolidating their own personal power and even
enhancing their own material well-being by helping Rome keep Jewish political sentiments and
activities non-violent and within manageable limits.  

And fourth: we need to remember what crucifixion meant. Crucifixion meant that the person
being executed had said or done things deemed by Rome to count as criminal revolt against
the empire. If all we knew about Jesus – and this is important to remember! – if all we knew
about Jesus, was that he was crucified in the Roman Empire, that would be enough to make
clear to us that Jesus had been saying and doing things that were not docile, not servile, not
passive, not timid.  

From the simple fact of Jesus’s crucifixion – but also from gospel accounts of yet other things
that happened during his mission – it is clear that Jesus does not fit into the category of
“meekness” as a word meaning weak, or tamely submissive, or fearful. We need, therefore, to
ask this question: Given that the New Testament bears witness to Jesus as person who was
meek, in just what sense was Jesus meek?

(5)
Psalm 37 is our clue.  

In Matthew 5:5, the beatitude regarding the meek, Jesus is quoting from the Hebrew scriptures. 
When Jesus declared, “Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth,” hearers familiar
with the Book of Psalms would have known exactly where Jesus was coming from.  He was
reminding them of Psalm 37.  He was reminding them in particular of this line from Psalm 37:
“the meek shall inherit the land.” 

Note well: Psalm 37 does relate meekness to being patient, refraining from anger, and
renouncing wrath.  But it does not equate meekness with timidity or fearfulness; it does not
equate meekness with being passive, submissive, or bowed down to the ways of others.
Rather, the meek are identified here as those who do not fret because of the wicked, but who,
instead trust and delight in the Lord, and do good, by committing themselves to serving God’s
compassion for the poor, the weak, the powerless, the injured, the suffering.

So: what is meekness?  Meekness is a matter of faithful submission to God’s will for your life. 
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Meekness is a matter of humble, patient, long-suffering service in the cause of God’s
compassion for the poor and the oppressed. The meek are those who serve God and God’s
compassion, and specifically do not serve those whom the psalmist calls the wicked.

The wicked, we are told, are those who exercise cunning and deceit to gain advantage over
others. The wicked are those who arrogantly lord it over persons who aren’t as strong as they
are. The wicked are those who are so narrowly focused on their own advantage, that they are
indifferent to the lives and conditions of those they have stepped on, walked over, and exploited
in the process. And the meek, the psalmist says, will avoid becoming a pawn in the ploys and
schemes of the wicked. The meek will oppose the wicked and their ploys and schemes.

The meek, the psalmist declares, do refrain from anger; they renounce wrath; they refuse to be
resentful; they are long on patience. But, also and importantly, they are fearless.  For, the meek
live in pure and simple trust that, in the end, we are all in God’s hands, and it is better to serve
those hands than to live in resistance and opposition to them.  

(6)
Ponder, now, what that means for our understanding of meekness!

It means there is something that the meek – despite all their gentleness and long-patience! –
there is something that the meek adamantly and actively oppose. The meek adamantly and
actively oppose treating the condition and needs of others callously or with indifference. 
Moreover, the meek do not cave in to unfairness; they do not cave in to prejudice; they do not
cave in to disregard for the well-being of others. For all their gentleness and patience, the meek
fearlessly stand their ground when it comes to standing up as representatives of God’s
compassion for the tired, the poor, the discouraged, the hurting, the mistreated, the injured, the
left behind, the sat-upon and the spat-upon of this world.  

And there is good reason why the meek can do this! They can do this, because the meek also
are those who so profoundly trust in God, that they fear no evil. The meek are those so trusting
in God that they fear no cross and no crucifixion. They have learned true confidence in God and
in God’s coming kingdom – the kingdom where, one day, kindness and gentleness at last shall
be a true description of how God’s creatures really and always are, with and toward each other.

Jesus wants us all to begin now, learning meekness. And he wants us to learn it from him, the
one whose meekness got him crucified. Sure, that sounds uninviting. On the other hand, in
Matthew 11:28-30, Jesus says, “Come to me, all you that are weary and are carrying heavy
burdens, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me; for I am gentle
and humble in heart, (or, in the here helpful King James Version: for I am meek and humble in
heart) and you will find rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.”  

Of course, when we just think about the meekness of Jesus, we’re not going to be inclined to
think his meekness something easy, light, and good. It is only as we actually live out the life of
meekness hand in hand, shoulder to shoulder, and heart to heart with Jesus, that we shall grow
to see what it means to call meekness, in a divinely mysterious way, easy, light, and good. Our
task now – my task and your task – is to learn to live that life. Our task – my task and your task
– is to learn to belong to the meek. 

Amen.


